Subscribe to CALS NewsLine

CALS NewsLine is a monthly electronic newsletter dedicated to helping you learn more about our college programs and activities. Each issue includes about a dozen brief summaries on a variety of topics, with links to more information online. A typical issue features upcoming events, research results, student activities, college personnel who have been in the news, new products or Web sites, and advice from faculty on topics such as pruning, watering and food safety. View sample issues and subscribe at cals.arizona.edu/pubs/newsline/

Read a new CALS publication

Some titles are available for purchase through CALSmart online while others are featured as Web versions that can be downloaded for free. Every month new publications written by CALS faculty are listed at cals.arizona.edu/pubs/newtitles/

Find out about CALS research

News stories are posted online through UA University Communications: uanews.org/cals

The CALS Agricultural Experiment Station Research Report, published every January, describes current research in lay terms. The magazine is published in both hard copy and online formats. Issues are archived at cals.arizona.edu/pubs/general/

The CALS Media Archives feature news stories about the college from various news sources, including Tucson and Phoenix newspapers: cals.arizona.edu/media/archives/

View more issues of Arizona Land & People online

This magazine offers a blend of stories about CALS academic programs, research projects and Cooperative Extension outreach efforts: cals.arizona.edu/landandpeople